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Abstract. In the present work we systematically study the half–lives of proton
radioactivity for 51 ≤ Z ≤ 83 nuclei based on the Gamow–like model with a screened
electrostatic barrier. In this model there are two parameters while considering the
screened electrostatic effect of Coulomb potential with the Hulthen potential i.e. the
effective nuclear radius parameter r0 and the screening parameter a. The calculated
results can well reproduce the experimental data. In addition, we extend this model
to predict the proton radioactivity half–lives of 16 nuclei in the same region within
a factor of 2.94, whose proton radioactivity are energetically allowed or observed but
not yet quantified. Meanwhile, studying on the proton radioactivity half-life by a
type of universal decay law has been done. The results indicate that the calculated
half–lives are linearly dependent on Coulomb parameter with the same orbital angular
momentum.
1. Introduction
The proton radioactivity was firstly observed in an isomeric state of 53Co in 1970 by
Jackson et al. [1, 2]. Subsequently, Hofmann et al. and Klepper et al. detected the
proton emission from nuclear ground states in 151Lu [3] and 147Tm [4] independently.
With the development of experimental facilities and radioactive nuclear beams, the
study of proton radioactivity is becoming one of hot topics in nuclear physics. Up
to now, there are about 26 proton emitters decaying from their ground states and
15 different nuclei choosing to emit protons from their isomeric states, which have
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been identified between Z = 51 and Z = 83 [5, 6]. As an important decay mode of
unstable nuclei, proton radioactivity is an useful tool to obtain spectroscopic information
because the decaying proton is the unpaired proton not filling its orbit and to extract
important information about nuclear structure lying beyond the proton drip line, such
as the coupling between bound and unbound nuclear states, the shell structure [7]
and so on. There are a lot of models and empirical formulas having been proposed
to deal with the proton radioactivity such as the effective interactions of density–
dependent M3Y (DDM3Y) [8, 9], the single–folding model [9–11], the distorted–wave
Born approximation [12], Jeukenne, Lejeune and Mahaux (JLM) [8], the generalized
liquid–drop model [13–15], the finite-range effective interaction of Yukawa form [16],
the R-matrix approach [18], the Skyrme interactions [19], the relativistic density
functional theory [20], the phenomenological unified fission model [21, 22], the two–
potential approach (TPA) [5] which is also successfully applied to the α decay and
cluster radioactivity [23–28], the Coulomb and proximity potential model (CPPM) [29],
a simple empirical formula proposed by Delion et al. [30] and so on. For more details
about different theories of proton radioactivity, the readers are referenced to Ref. [17].
Recently, Budaca et al. used a simple analytical model based on the WKB
approximation considering the screened effect of emitted proton-daughter nucleus
Coulomb interaction with the Hulthen potential to systematically study the half-lives
of proton radioactivity for 41 nuclei with Z ≥ 51 [31]. The results indicate that
the difference between the outer turning point radii corresponding to pure Coulomb
and Hulthen barriers increases with the proton number Z increasing. Whereas the
penetration probability is sensitive to the outer turning point radii. In 2016, Zdeb et
al. [32] calculated the half-life of proton radioactivity with a Gamow–like model, which
has much deeper physical basements and conserves the simplicity of the Viola–Seaborg
approach [13,30,33–35]. In this work, considering the screened effect of emitted proton-
daughter nucleus Coulomb interaction with the Hulthen potential, and combining with
the phenomenological assault frequency, we modify the Gamow–like model proposed
by Zdeb et al. [32] and use this model to systematically study the half–lives of proton
radioactivity for 51 ≤ Z ≤ 83 nuclei. Meanwhile, we extend this model to predict the
proton radioactivity half–lives of 16 nuclei in the same region, whose proton radioactivity
are energetically allowed or observed but not yet quantified.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the theoretical framework for
the calculation of the proton radioactivity half–life is briefly described. The detailed
calculations and discussion are presented in Section 3. Finally, a brief summary is given
in Section 4.
2. Theoretical framework
The half–life of proton radioactivity is generically calculated by
T1/2 =
ln 2
λ
=
ln 2
νP
. (1)
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The ν is the assault frequency related to the oscillation frequency ω [36]. It can be
expressed as
ν =
ω
2π
=
(2nr + ℓ+
3
2
)
2πµR2n
=
(G+ 3
2
)h¯
1.2πµR20
, (2)
where Rn is the nucleus root-mean-square (rms) radius. The relationship R
2
n =
3
5
R20 [37]
is used here. In this work, R0 equates to the classical inner turning point defined as Eq.
(4). G = 2nr + ℓ is the principal quantum number with nr and ℓ being the radial and
angular momentum quantum number, respectively. For proton radioactivity we choose
G = 4 or 5 corresponding to the 4h¯ω or 5h¯ω oscillator shell depending on the individual
proton emitter. µ = mpmd/(mp + md) is the reduced mass of the decaying nuclear
system with mp and md being the mass of proton and daughter nucleus, respectively. h¯
is the reduced Planck constant.
The penetration probability P is calculated by the semi–classical Wentzel–Kramers–
Brilloum (WKB) approximation same as the Gamow–like model [32, 38, 39] and
expressed as
P = exp
[
−
2
h¯
∫ Rout
Rin
√
2µ(V (r)− Ep)dr
]
, (3)
where Ep is the kinetic energy of the emitted proton extracted from the released energy
of proton radioactivity Qp. It can be determined by the condition Ep = Qp(Am−1)/Am
with Am being the mass number of the mother nucleus. V (r) is the total emitted
proton–daughter nucleus interaction potential. Rin is the classical inner turning point.
Rout is the outer turning point from the potential barrier which is determined by the
condition V (Rout) = Ep. In the Gamow–like model, Rin represents the radius of the
spherical square well in which the proton is trapped before emission. It can be expressed
as
Rin = r0A
1/3
d +Rp, (4)
where Ad is the mass number of the residual daughter nucleus. Rp is the proton radius
considered to be 0.8409 fm in this work, whereas in Ref. [32] it is factorized. r0 is
the effective nuclear radius constant, which is one of the adjustable parameters in this
model. The range of r0 is the same as the parameter in Ref. [40, 41].
In general, the emitted proton-daughter nucleus electrostatic potential is by default
of the Coulomb type VC(r) = Zde
2/r with Zd being the proton number of daughter
nucleus. Whereas, in the process of proton radioactivity, for the superposition of the
involved charges, movement of the proton which generates a magnetic field and the
inhomogeneous charge distribution of the nucleus, the emitted proton-daughter nucleus
electrostatic potential behaves as a Coulomb potential at short distance and drop
exponentially at large distance i.e. the screened electrostatic effect [31]. This behaviour
of electrostatic potential can be described as the Hulthen type potential which is widely
used in nuclear, atomic, molecular and solid state physics [31, 42–44] and defined as
VH(r) =
ae2Zd
exp(ar)− 1
, (5)
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Figure 1. (color online) Schematic plot of the potential energy V (r) as a function of
the distance between the nucleus and emitted proton in the Gamow–like model.
where a is the screening parameter. In this framework, the total emitted proton–
daughter nucleus interaction potential V (r) shown in Fig. 1 is given by
V (r) =


−V0 for 0 ≤ r < Rin,
VH(r) + Vl(r) for r ≥ Rin,
(6)
where V0 is the depth of the potential well. VH(r) and Vl(r) are the Hulthen type of
screened electrostatic Coulomb potential and centrifugal potential, respectively.
Because l(l + 1)→ (l + 1
2
)2 is a necessary correction for one–dimensional problems
[45], we adopt the Langer modified centrifugal barrier. It can be written as
Vl(r) =
h¯2(l + 1
2
)2
2µr2
, (7)
where l is the orbital angular momentum taken away by the emitted proton. The
minimum orbital angular momentum lmin taken away by the emitted proton can be
obtained by the parity and angular momentum conservation laws.
3. Results and discussion
In the present work we systematically study the half–lives of proton radioactivity for
the nuclei from 105Sb to 185Bim. The experimental proton radioactivity half–lives, spin
and parity are taken from the latest evaluated nuclear properties table NUBASE2016 [6]
except for 105Sb, 109I, 140Ho, 150Lu, 151Lu, 159Rem, 164Ir, which are taken from Ref. [5], the
proton radioactivity released energies are taken from the latest evaluated atomic mass
table AME2016 [46, 47]. With the Hulthen potential for the electrostatic barrier being
considered, our model contains two adjustable parameters i.e. the screening parameter a
and effective nuclear radius parameter r0, which are obtained by fitting the experimental
data of 41 proton emitters. The standard deviation σ indicating the deviation between
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Figure 2. (color online) The difference between RHout and R
C
out which are obtained by
the Gamow–like model where the electrostatic barrier are considered and unconsidered,
respectively. The turning point radii are defined by V i(Rout) = Ep(i = C,H).
the experimental data and calculated ones can be expressed as
σ =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(log10T
i
calc − log10T
i
expt)2. (8)
According to the smallest standard deviation σcal1 = 0.468, the two adjustable
parameters are determined as r0 = 1.14 fm and a = 5.6 × 10
−4 fm−1, respectively.
Their values are in the same range as in Ref. [31] and Ref. [32, 40, 41], respectively.
Therefore, by considering the screened electrostatic effect of Coulomb potential with the
Hulthen potential within a Gamow–like model, the calculated half–lives of the proton
radioactivity in this work are within a factor of 2.94. For a more intuitive displaying
the effect of non–zero electrostatic screening in the description of the proton emission
phenomenon, we plot the variation of the difference between RCout and R
H
out with Zd/Qp in
Fig. 2. The outer turning points RHout and R
C
out are obtained by the Gamow–like model
where the screened electrostatic effect are considered and unconsidered, respectively.
The effect of non–zero screening in the proton radioactivity is sizeable as can be seen
in Fig. 2. The screening of the electrostatic repulsion shortens this radius by several
percents. Moreover, in case of Coulomb barrier, the radius RCout is an analytic function
of Zd/Qp, thus the squeezing of the barrier is obviously curve dependent on Zd/Qp and
it increases with Zd/Qp in Fig. 2.
For clearly comparing, we calculate the half–lives of 41 proton emitters by Gamow–
like model from Zdeb et al. [32] and universal decay law for proton emission (UDLP)
from Qi et al. [18]. The logarithm of the proton radioactivity half-life obtained by the
UDLP can be expressed as
log10T1/2 = Aχ
′ + Bρ′ + C+D
l(l + 1)
ρ′
, (9)
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Figure 3. (color online) Decimal logarithm deviations between the experimental data
of proton radioactivity half-lives and calculations. The squares, circles and triangles
refer to results obtained by our model, Gamow–like model and UDLP, denoted as
Calc1, Calc2 and Calc3, respectively.
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Figure 4. (color online) Comparison of the predicted proton radioactivity half–lives
using our model and UDLP. The circles and triangles refer to results obtained by this
work and UDLP, denoted as Calc and UDLP, respectively. The hallow circles and
triangles denote the values for 108I and 117La nuclei with the two cases i.e. l =2, 3,
respectively.
where A, B, C and D are adjustable parameters, whose values are taken from Ref. [18].
χ′ = Zd
√
Ad/((Ad + 1)Qp), ρ
′ =
√
AdZd(A
1/3
d + 1)/(Ad + 1). In addition, we plot the
logarithmic differences between T calci1/2 and T
expt
1/2 versus with proton number of parent
nuclei in Fig. 3 for more detailed comparison. As shown in this figure, these calculated
results are well in agree with experimental data, and the results calculated by our model
are much better than Zdeb et al. [32]. For systematically comparing, the detailed results
including our model, Gamow–like model of Zdeb et al. and UDLP are given in Table 1.
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In this table, the first two columns present the proton emitter and corresponding proton
radioactivity energy Qp, respectively. The next two columns denote the transferred
minimum orbital angular momentum lmin, the spin and parity transformed from the
parent to daughter nuclei, respectively. The last four columns are the half–lives of the
experimental data, the calculated results of proton radioactivity half–lives for the present
work, Gamow–like model by Zdeb et al. [32] and the UDLP by Qi et al. [18], denoted as
log10T
calc1
1/2 , log10T
calc2
1/2 and log10T
calc3
1/2 , respectively. In addition, the standard deviations
σ from this work, Gamow-like and UDLP are listed in the Table 2 for comparison. In
this table, the values of σ in the first line are calculated from the 41 experimental data
used in this work, respectively. While the ones in the second line are taken from Ref. [32]
and [18]. The results show that our improvement in Gamow–like model proposed by
Zdeb et al. is obvious, and the calculated half–lives of proton radioactivity are reliable.
In the following, we predict the proton radioactivity half–lives of 16 nuclei in region
53 ≤ Z ≤ 83 within our model, whose proton radioactivity are energetically allowed
or observed but not yet quantified in NUBASE2016 [6]. The spin and parity are taken
from the NUBASE2016, the proton radioactivity released energies are taken from the
AME2016 [46,47]. The results are listed in Table 3. In this table, the first four columns
are same as Table 1, the last three columns are the predicted proton radioactivity half–
lives obtained by UDLP and our model and experimental data denoted as log10T
UDLP
1/2 ,
log10T
calc
1/2 and log10T
expt
1/2 , respectively. As for
108I and 117La, the values of orbital angular
momentum l taken away by emitted proton maybe 3 in Ref. [48] and [49], the predictions
of the l = 3 case are also listed in Table 3. Based on the σ = 0.468 of our model for
41 nuclei in the same region with predicted proton emitters, thus the predicted proton
radioactivity half–lives are within a factor of 2.94. Moreover, we also compare our
predicted results with the UDLP. For a more intuitive comparison, we plot the predicted
half–lives calculated by our method and UDLP versus with proton number of parent
nuclei in Fig. 4. The results show that the predicted results by UDLP and our model
are consistent.
The first striking correlation between the half-lives of radioactive decay processes
and the Q–values of the emitted particle was found in α decay by Geiger and Nuttall
[50]. A series of derivation has been developed by studying Geiger–Nuttall law,
such as Brown–type empirical formula [51–56], the universal decay law [57–59] and
its generalization to the proton emission [18]. Considering the Coulomb parameters
Zd/
√
Qp and the effect of orbital angular momentum l which can not be neglected,
we plot the relationships between logarithmic value of our calculated half-lives listed
in Table 1 and 3 and Zd/
√
Qp in Fig. 5. This figure describes four cases i.e. l =
0, 2, 3 and 5 labeled as Fig. 5(a), Fig. 5(b), Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d), respectively.
From this figure, we can find that the log10T
theo
1/2 are linearly dependent on Zd/
√
Qp with
the orbital angular momentum l remaining the same. With the change of the orbital
angular momentum l, the intercept and slope in the figure will be affected and changed
in succession. Therefore, the linear relationships between log10T
theo
1/2 and Zd/
√
Qp can
also confirm the above–mentioned statement about the effect of proton radioactivity on
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Table 1. Comparison between the experimental and calculated half–lives of proton
radioactivity for 51 ≤ Z ≤ 83 nuclei. The calculations displayed as log10T
calc1
1/2 ,
log10T
calc2
1/2 and log10T
calc3
1/2 are obtained by our model, Gamow–like model and UDLP,
respectively. The symbol m and n denotes the isomeric state. ′()′ means uncertain
spin and / or parity. ′#′ means values estimated from trends in neighboring nuclides
with the same Z and N parities.
Nucleus Qp J
pi
p → J
pi
d lmin log10T
expt
1/2 log10T
calc1
1/2 log10T
calc2
1/2 log10T
calc3
1/2
(MeV) (s) (s) (s) (s)
105Sb 0.491 5/2+ → 0+ 2 2.086 1.768 1.906 2.027
109I 0.821 (3/2+)→ 0+ 2 −3.897 −4.153 −4.320 −3.569
112Cs 0.821 1+#→ 5/2+# 2 −3.310 −3.432 −3.585 −2.936
113Cs 0.972 (3/2+)→ 0+ 2 −4.752 −5.438 −5.662 −4.801
121Pr 0.891 (3/2+)→ 0+ 2 −1.921 −3.069 −3.236 −2.679
130Eu 1.031 (1+)→ (3/2+, 1/2+) 2 −3.000 −3.616 −3.830 −3.267
131Eu 0.951 3/2+ → 0+ 2 −1.703 −2.586 −2.763 −2.310
135Tb 1.181 (7/2−)→ 0+ 3 −2.996 −3.849 −4.152 −3.596
140Ho 1.092 6−, 0+, 8+ → (7/2+) 3 −2.222 −2.287 −2.549 −2.188
141Hom 1.251 (1/2+)→ 0+ 0 −5.137 −5.738 −5.972 −5.216
145Tm 1.741 (11/2−)→ 0+ 5 −5.499 −5.077 −5.595 −4.796
146Tm 0.891 (1+)→ 1/2+# 0 −0.810 −0.550 −0.604 −0.405
146Tmm 1.201 (5−)→ 1/2+# 5 −1.125 −0.629 −1.030 −0.765
147Tm 1.059 11/2− → 0+ 5 0.573 1.050 0.707 0.772
147Tmm 1.120 3/2+ → 0+ 2 −3.444 −2.890 −3.117 −2.713
150Lu 1.271 (5−, 6−)→ (1/2+) 5 −1.201 −0.919 −1.261 −1.002
150Lum 1.291 (1+, 2+)→ (1/2+) 2 −4.398 −4.226 −4.433 −3.923
151Lu 1.243 11/2− → 0+ 5 −0.916 −0.638 −0.972 −0.747
151Lum 1.291 (3/2+)→ 0+ 2 −4.783 −4.235 −4.442 −3.933
155Ta 1.451 (11/2−)→ 0+ 5 −2.495 −2.139 −2.524 −2.155
156Ta 1.021 (2−)→ 7/2−# 2 −0.828 −0.438 −0.520 −0.431
156Tam 1.111 (9+)→ 7/2−# 5 0.924 1.437 1.167 1.117
157Ta 0.941 1/2+ → 0+ 0 −0.529 −0.068 −0.057 0.031
159Rem 1.816 11/2− → (0+) 5 −4.666 −4.425 −4.874 −4.268
160Re 1.271 (4−)→ 7/2−# 0 −3.164 −3.742 −3.889 −3.448
161Re 1.201 1/2+ → 0+ 0 −3.357 −2.974 −3.094 −2.732
161Rem 1.321 11/2− → 0+ 5 −0.680 −0.443 −0.786 −0.648
164Ir 1.844 (9+)→ 7/2− 5 −3.959 −4.210 −4.661 −4.114
165Irm 1.721 (11/2−)→ 0+ 5 −3.430 −3.388 −3.819 −3.370
166Ir 1.161 (2−)→ (7/2−) 2 −0.842 −1.094 −1.228 −1.120
166Irm 1.331 (9+)→ (7/2−) 5 −0.091 −0.049 −0.387 −0.326
167Ir 1.071 1/2+ → 0+ 0 −1.128 −0.716 −0.763 −0.659
167Irm 1.246 11/2− → 0+ 5 0.778 0.865 0.559 0.513
170Au 1.471 (2−)→ (7/2−) 2 −3.487 −3.832 −4.070 −3.708
170Aum 1.751 (9+)→ (7/2−) 5 −2.975 −3.188 −3.621 −3.228
171Au 1.448 (1/2+)→ 0+ 0 −4.652 −4.415 −4.607 −4.158
171Aum 1.702 11/2− → 0+ 5 −2.587 −2.842 −3.267 −2.916
176Tl 1.261 (3−, 4−, 5−)→ (7/2−) 0 −2.208 −1.932 −2.053 −1.876
177Tl 1.155 (1/2+)→ 0+ 0 −1.178 −0.627 −0.698 −0.654
177Tlm 1.962 (11/2−)→ 0+ 5 −3.459 −4.210 −4.674 −4.200
185Bim 1.607 1/2+ → 0+ 0 −4.192 −4.822 −5.050 −4.623
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Table 2. The standard deviations σ of this work, Gamow-like and UDLP in different
cases
Model This work Gamow–like UDLP
σ 0.468 0.559 0.424
0.460 a 0.440 b
a Taken from [32].
b Taken from [18].
Table 3. Same as Table 1, but for predicted radioactivity half–lives of nuclei in region
53 ≤ Z ≤ 83, which proton radioactivity are energetically allowed or observed but
not yet quantified in NUBASE2016 [6], within Gamow–like model with a screened
electrostatic barrier.
Nucleus Qp J
pi
p → J
pi
d lmin log10T
UDLP
1/2 log10T
calc
1/2 log10T
expt
1/2
(MeV) (s) (s) (s)
108I 0.601 (1+)#→ 5/2+# 2 0.164 −0.161 > 0.556 c
3 d 0.996 0.835
111Cs 1.811 3/2+#→ 0+ 2 −10.405 −11.521
117La 0.821 (3/2+)#→ 0+# 2 −2.322 −2.728 −1.602 e
3 e −1.530 −1.784
127Pm 0.911 5/2+#→ 0+ 2 −2.372 −2.694
137Tb 0.831 11/2−#→ 0+ 5 2.907 3.274
141Ho 1.181 (7/2−)→ 0+ 3 −3.132 −3.304
144Tm 1.711 (10+)→ 9/2−# 5 −4.609 −4.873 > −5.638 c
146Tmn 1.131 (10+)→ 11/2−# 5 −0.037 0.166
159Re 1.591 1/2+#→ 0+ 0 −6.121 −6.611
165Ir 1.541 1/2+#→ 0+ 0 −5.341 −5.728
169Irm 0.765 (11/2−)→ 0+ 5 7.727 8.616
169Au 1.931 1/2+#→ 0+ 0 −7.483 −7.986
172Au 0.861 (2−)→ 7/2−# 2 3.873 4.262 > 0.146 c
172Aum 0.611 (9+)→ 13/2+ 2 9.926 10.603 > −0.260 c
185Bi 1.523 9/2−#→ 0+ 5 −0.881 −0.525
185Bim 1.703 13/2+#→ 0+ 6 −1.044 −0.747
c Taken from [6].
d Taken from [48].
e Taken from [49].
orbital angular momentum l. Moreover, the well linear relationships indicate that our
method is very coincident, and our predicted results are reliable.
4. Summary
In summary, we systematically study the half–lives of proton radioactivity for 51 ≤
Z ≤ 83 nuclei based on Gamow–like model with a screened electrostatic barrier.
The model contains the effective nuclear radius parameter r0 and screening parameter
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Figure 5. (color online) The linear relationship between Logarithmic value of half–
life log10T
theo
1/2 and Coulomb parameter Zd/
√
Qp. With the orbital angular momentum
l =0, 2, 3 and 5, the linear relationship are divided into the part of (a), (b), (c) and
(d), respectively. The solid and hallow circle denote the calculated half–lives which are
taken from Table 1 and Table 3, respectively.
a while considering the screened electrostatic effect of Coulomb potential with the
Hulthen potential. By fitting 41 experimental data, the two adjustable parameters
are determined as r0 = 1.14 fm and a = 5.6 × 10
−4 fm−1, respectively. Our results can
better reproduce the experimental data than Zdeb et al.. In this sense, we extend our
model to predict proton radioactivity half–lives of 16 nuclei in the same region within
a factor of 2.94. In addition, studying on the proton radioactivity half-life by a type
of universal decay law indicates that the calculated half–lives are linearly dependent on
Coulomb parameter with the same orbital angular momentum.
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